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My wife claims she can always
tell the subject of my latest
ArrowTrade feature by just

glancing in my office. I have to admit
that my desk is normally cluttered
with an assortment of whatever it is I
am focusing on at the moment. I find
it helpful to handle the items I am
writing about as I often pick up on
small details and differences that I
hope make my writing clearer and
more informative to the reader. At
times I even reach into my box of
archery collectables to draw some
comparisons between the equipment
of old with today’s latest offerings.
However for this month’s article on
arrow rests I really have to look no fur-
ther than the top of the index finger of
my left hand to see an antique arrow
rest.

When I started shooting as a
teenager years ago my first stick bow
had no built in or add-on arrow rest. I
simply tilted the bow slightly to the
right as I drew and the arrow slid
across the top of the index finger of
my left hand. Each time I released an
arrow the leading edge of the feather
would give me a tiny scratch on the
top of my knuckle. Over time and
hundreds or maybe thousands of
shots those repeated scratches result-
ed in a permanent scar that I carry to
this day.

I still remember how amazed I
was by the giant leap in technology
when I saw my first bow that had a
leather covered arrow shelf cut into
the side of the riser. Shortly the leather
on bows was replaced with a stick-on
rest made of feathers that provided
some forgiveness as the arrow passed
the bow. Archers were becoming more
aware of the important role an arrow
rest could play in accuracy. During the
late 1950’s or early 60’s an arrow rest
came on the market, that was decades

ahead in design, called the Walsh
Disappearing Arrow Rest. The side of
the riser was cut out and the rest
installed directly into the wooden bow
handle. A small spring loaded metal
arm protruded from the side of the
bow on which the arrow rested. As the
arrow passed the side of the bow and
the fletching touched the support arm
the spring allowed the arm to “disap-
pear” into the riser. After the arrow
passed, the spring returned the arm to
its original position ready for the next
shot. The rest was short lived due to
the extensive installation required but
it set the benchmark for the arrow
rests that followed. Soon the combi-
nation of the flipper rest and Berger
Button provided the archer with a
“tunable” arrow rest and the race for
perfect arrow flight was on.  

The problem facing the archer of
today is no longer finding a good
arrow rest but deciding which one to
choose from the wide variety avail-
able.

QUICK OVERVIEW
While it might make sense to

divide arrow rests into hunting or tar-
get categories the problem is in many
cases those categories can overlap.

Quality Archery Designs Ultra-Rest HD
Pro Series is a full capture drop-away rest
with added features. The rest is pro-
grammed to drop only when the bow is
fired and remains in the up position in
the event of a let-down keeping the
arrow fully captured. The HD incorpo-
rates Lock Down Technology which pre-
vents the launcher from bouncing up and
interfering with arrow flight in any man-
ner. HD stands for the built in Harmonic
Dampener which dampens vibration and
eliminates noise.

While hunting equipment accounts for
the majority of archery sales a large
number of archers still shoot field, target
and 3D. High end target arrow rests like
the Infinity by Spot Hogg are strong sell-
ers to those archers desiring the ultimate
in accuracy. Spot Hogg as well as a num-
ber of other arrow rest manufacturers
offer a complete line of target rests at
various price points.

Arrow cradles such as the one shown
here come standard with most fall-away
rests that lay flat prior to the draw. There
are also several accessory makers that
offer them as after market items which
work well with most arrow rests.



Basically there are launcher style rests,
prong rests, shoot-through rests, cap-
ture rests and fall-aways. The launch-
er style rests are normally used for tar-
get while the prongs and shoot-
throughs can be used for either hunt-
ing or target. Fall-away rests are pri-
marily considered hunting rests
although some archers like them for
target as well while capture rests were
designed primarily for hunting.

Several fall-away manufacturers
have also incorporated capture or
semi-capture features into their rest
design giving the hunter a fall-away
rest that also helps hold the arrow
while in the stand or when stalking.
Another major difference between
some fall-away designs is the amount
of time the arrow is supported after
the string is released. While some
manufacturer’s rests are designed to
fall immediately other manufacturers
feel to improve downrange accuracy
the arrow should be supported for a
determined period of time before the
rest ‘falls.”  

This timing issue is just one of the
many criteria that must be considered
when determining the arrow rests to
add to your inventory and recom-
mend to your customers. Also impor-
tant is which rest offers quick, easy
installation and trouble free opera-
tion. To get a better understanding of
the various arrow rests available, let’s
take an in-depth look at some arrow
rest manufacturers and the logic
behind their designs.

QUALITY ARCHERY DESIGNS
“Quality Archery Designs packs a

lot of bang for the buck in its Ultra-
Rest line of drop-away rests,” said
Kevin Fry, Marketing Manager for
Quality Archery Designs. “All of our
rests offer full containment meaning
the archer never has to worry about
the arrow falling from the rest regard-
less of the position of the bow.
Loading the rest is quick and easy.
Placing an arrow on the rest and
depressing the thumb lever on the
side of the rest with the thumb of the
bow hand places the rest in a near ver-
tical position and captures the arrow.
As the bow is drawn the timing cord
which is attached to the down buss
cable raises the rest to the full 90

degree position and cocks the rest. If
the archer decides to let down the rest
will not drop but instead keep the
arrow fully contained. However if the
bow is fired the rest drops out of the
way for total vane clearance. All of our
rests use our Velocity Drop-Away
Technology or VDT to determine the
difference between a shot and a let-
down. The rests are designed to drop
only when the bow is actually fired
however in the event of a misfire or
premature release prior to reaching
full draw all models have a built-in
break-away safety feature. This safety
feature allows the rest to drop protect-
ing both the rest mechanism and the
archer.”

“To ensure maximum down range
accuracy the length of time the arrow
is supported during the shot can be
adjusted by the length of cord that is
attached to the down buss cable,”
explained Fry. “Provided with each
rest is a cable clamp that eliminates

the need to serve the cord to the buss
cable. The cable clamp allows for
quick and easy installation and
adjustment. Our entire line of arrow
rests comes with two launcher arms
one of which is 1/8 of an inch higher
and is designed for bows with low
nock travel or for archers using Blazer
style vanes.”

“Quality Archery Designs offer
four different models,” Fry continued.
“The Ultra-Rest Hunter is the entry
level model that features a combined
horizontal and vertical adjustment
giving the user a quality rest at a great
price. The Ultra-Rest Pro Series is a
step up and offers independent verti-
cal and horizontal adjustment. The
Ultra-Rest LD Pro Series adds Lock
Down Technology, (LDT), which pre-
vents the rest from dropping and
bouncing back up as the fletching
passes, completely eliminating any
possible interference and ensuring
the best possible arrow flight. The
Ultra-Rest HD has all of the aforemen-
tioned features plus it has a harmonic
dampening system that keeps vibra-
tion amplitude to a minimum. It also
features a second timing cord adjust-
ment at the thumbwheel for addition-
al fine tuning of the cord length or for
those users that want to eliminate the
use of the cable clamp and serve the
cord directly to the buss cable. Both
the Ultra-Rest HD and LD feature a
new mounting block that has
increased vertical adjustment for
bows with lower Berger button holes
and is also shorter to accommodate
many of today’s thinner bow risers.”  A
DVD illustrating proper rest set up is
included with each Quality Archery
Designs arrow rest. For more informa-
tion call (434) 846-5839. 

MUZZY
“Muzzy’s Zero Effect Rest is pri-

marily a hunting rest but it is so con-
sistent that it is being used by a num-
ber of tournament shooters as well,”
said Mark Land, Technical Support
Specialist for Muzzy. “While many
people consider the Zero Effect a
drop-away rest, we prefer to call it a
driven-away rest. The rest does not
depend on strings, cords or springs to
operate. The forces involved in the
drawing and releasing of the bow pro-
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These patent drawings show that arrow
rest design has been on the minds of
archers for some time. These are center
shot bows with built in arrow rests that
from left to right date from 1940, 1931
and 1897 respectively. Note the arrow
rest in the bow pictured in the center is
totally adjustable for center shot and
arrow diameter. Photo courtesy of
ArcheryHistory.com   



vide the direct drive for the rest. The
operation of the rest is a simple matter
of levers and angles. It is easy to set up
and comes complete with an instruc-
tional DVD.”

“Because the bow string moves
forward faster than the buss cables
the rest affords more than adequate
support for the arrow to ensure maxi-
mum accuracy,” explained Land.
“However the rest also drops quickly
providing maximum clearance and
because of the positive mechanical
action, bounce-back is completely
eliminated. The action of the rest is
not variable; it does the same thing
shot after shot providing the all
important consistency necessary for
accurate shooting. The rest has been
tested from negative 40 degrees to
plus 120 degrees and performs flaw-
lessly under all conditions. The curved
arm design handles all arrow sizes
equally well and the shape automati-
cally centers the arrow shaft on every
shot. The Zero Effect arrow rest has no
effect on cam timing caused by stress-
es placed on the buss cable system
common with some fall-away arrow
rests. In regards to arrow speed, our
tests indicate that an average gain of
between 7 and 12 feet per second was
realized when a Zero Effect rest
replaced our competitors rest.”

The Zero Effect rest can be set up
either right or left handed and is avail-

able in either the Zero Effect or Zero
Effect Next Generation model
depending upon the brand of bow or
bow design on which the rest is to be
mounted. For more information call
(770) 387-9300.

MATHEWS
Mathews engineering and atten-

tion to detail can readily be seen in its
Convertible HD II arrow rest with
built-in harmonic damper. The HD II
was specifically designed for Mathews
bows although it fits and can be used
with a number of other bows as well.

The name Convertible HD II indi-
cates the ability to quickly change the
rest from a shoot-through to a drop-
away, in essence giving the user two
rests in one and allowing the dealer to
double his rest inventory with one
model. The rest comes complete with
two sets of prongs, a welded together
set normally used for the drop-away
version and two individual prongs for
easy set up as a shoot-through rest.

The rest offers both vertical and
horizontal adjustment and reflects
Mathews’ attention to engineering
detail as it requires only one size
wrench for all adjustments. The
spring pressure is adjustable and
allows fine tuning when the rest is
used as a shoot-through. The launch-
er arm is supported by dual Teflon
impregnated bearings for rock steady
and ultra smooth operation. The rest

comes in an attractive two tone finish
and has a built in safety guard. For
more information call (608) 269-2728.

TROPHY RIDGE
Trophy Ridge is home to the

DropZone fall-away arrow rest that
incorporates the popular vertical drop
away technology. Unlike most fall-
away’s the arm of the DropZone oper-
ates in a vertical plane. Several models
are offered from the basic Hunter to
the top of the line Guide Series that
features micro adjustments, harmon-
ic dampers and a whisper kit for silent
operation.

However Trophy Ridge also offers
the full containment Whisker Biscuit
arrow rest that caught most of the
archery industry off guard when it
stormed upon the archery scene sev-
eral years ago under the Carolina
Archery Products brand and quickly
gained wide acceptance among
bowhunters.

“While many archers and dealers
alike originally looked at the Whisker
Biscuit as a great rest for beginners
they quickly learned it was far more,”
said Ross Rinehart, Marketing
Manager for Trophy Ridge. “The
Whisker Biscuit is simple, easy to set-
up and easy to use. It is a full contain-
ment rest that keeps the arrow on the
rest with the bow in any position and
in the sometimes unpredictable con-
ditions a hunter encounters while
stalking. Our latest version contains
two different diameter bristles which
are colored black and brown respec-
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The Mathews Convertible HD II arrow is
just that, convertible. The rest can be set
up as a shoot-through or as a fall-away
by reversing the internal spring. The rest
features micro center shot and launcher
height adjustments. With a built-in safety
guard and harmonic damper it is
designed specifically to fit the Mathews
bows but can be used on other bows as
well.

The DropZone fall-away arrow rest by
Trophy Ridge features vertical drop tech-
nology. The arrow is supported on a V-
shaped launcher prior to and during the
shot. When the arrow is released the
launcher drops vertically ensuring maxi-
mum fletching clearance.

Muzzy uses direct mechanical linkage to
drive its Next Generation Zero Effect
arrow rest down eliminating any depen-
dence on springs or cords for its opera-
tion. The arched launcher arm ensures
positive positioning of the arrow shaft
every time, assuring shot to shot consis-
tency. Muzzy offers the Original Zero
Effect and the Next Generation Zero
Effect arrow rest in models designed for
specific bows and bow designs.



tively. The black bristles are slightly
larger in diameter and are used at the
bottom of the rest to support the
arrow shaft while the small diameter
and softer brown bristles fill the bal-
ance of the rest and act to contain the
arrow. This combination provides
solid support for the shaft yet mini-
mizes the resistance as the vanes pass
through the rest on the shot.”

The Deluxe Quick Shot offers hor-
izontal and vertical adjustment while
the Drop Tine Quick Shot presents a
lower price point for the dealer mak-
ing it great for bow packages. Whisker
Biscuit’s Original model is an excellent
entry level rest and well suited for
beginners. For more information on
Trophy Ridge’s DropZone or the
Whisker Biscuit call (800) 694-9494

FUSE ACCESSORIES 
The Fuse Accessories line by Hoyt

offers quality arrow rests in blade
launcher, prong and fall-away models
as well as a full containment rest giv-
ing the dealer and the customer a
complete range of choices.

The launcher, prong and fall-
away arrow rests are all built on the
same basic frame and all feature both
horizontal and vertical adjustments
with a solid mounting block and dual
polymer bearings for maximum sup-
port and smooth operation in any
weather condition.

The Acculaunch Blade model has
a spring steel tapered launcher and
adjustable spring tension making it an
excellent choice for target or 3-D
shooting. The shoot through Accu-
launch Prong rest features an
adjustable spring and individually
adjustable prongs. It can be set up for
any arrow diameter and fine tuned for
the correct support pressure to suit
the arrow weight and spine being
used, for maximum accuracy. The
Acculaunch Fall-Away is spring
loaded down to allow the rest to
quickly provide the maximum clear-
ance upon release while providing
proper support and partial contain-
ment before the shot.

Rounding out Fuse’s lineup is the
Fuse Whisker Biscuit. Fuse’s Whisker

Biscuit provides both vertical and hor-
izontal adjustment and features an
attractive “stone arrowhead” like side
plate with dual locking screws for a
secure solid mount that is sure to stay
rock steady under the most difficult
in-the-field conditions. The Biscuit
features a quick loading slot for fast
loading and incorporates Fuses signa-
ture vibration isolating technology
that it uses on its sights and stabilizers
as well. The rest blends visually with
the rest of Fuses accessory line or is a
great add-on for any other bow as
well. While biscuit style rests are often
thought to be a short range rest noth-
ing could be further from the truth.
Personally, I have used a biscuit style
rest at 60 yards and beyond with total
confidence and accuracy. They are
also quick and easy to change in the
field if required, making them well
suited for the dedicated hunter. For
complete information on Fuse acces-
sories call (801) 363-2990.

VITAL GEAR
Vital Gear is well known for its
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innovative design and forward think-
ing and when it came to designing a
new arrow rest it set its sights high.
Ben Afshari, Vital Gear’s President,
said, “When we set out to produce a
fall-away rest I knew it wouldn’t be
any ordinary product. Our desire was
to resolve the inherent problem of the
arrow’s instability during the bow pull
and let down. We wanted to combine
the flexibility and advantage of a fall-
away rest with the security of a full
containment system and still provide
total fletching clearance.”

The results of that effort are
apparent in Vital Gear’s Everest 360,
the Kaz Away 07 and the Vital Drop.
The Everest 360 and the Kaz Away fit
all bows while the Vital Drop has mod-
els specifically designed for the
Mathews, Hoyt and BowTech. The Kaz
Away 07 and the Vital Drop are also
available in micro adjust versions.

When an arrow is place on the rest
it “snaps” into the rest for full contain-
ment and control. The arrow will not
fall out of the rest even if the bow is
turned upside down. As the bow is
drawn the rest and arrow raise up to
the shooting position, the rest releases
its grip on the arrow shaft and it is
ready to be fired. In the event the bow
is let down, the rest again grips the
arrow for full containment. When the
bow is fired the rest falls out of the
arrow’s path resulting in total fletch-
ing clearance. The activation cable
can be connected to the buss cable

but Vital Gear also provides an easily
adjustable cable slide connector that
makes connection quick and easy. For
complete information on Vital Gear’s
products call (859) 253-1008.   

NEW ARCHERY PRODUCTS
New Archery Products, (NAP),

well known for its complete line of
quality broadheads also offers a wide
variety of arrow rests to suit all per-
sonal preferences and price points
from its very basic Centerest to the
newer high-tech QuikTune Sizzor.

“While NAP offers a complete line
of drop-away and prong rests which
are all well suited for hunting and tar-
get, my personal favorites are the
QuikTune Sizzor and the QuikTune
360,” said Bob Mizek, Director of
Engineering for NAP. “Both rests are
completely adjustable for windage
and elevation but each one is
designed for a specific customer.” 

“The QuikTune 360 is great for the
hunter that likes the advantages of a
full capture yet forgiving bristle rest,”
explained Mizek. “The 360 is designed
to fully capture the arrow but because
of its adjustable three point contact
design it provides 100 percent vane
clearance eliminating the vane wear
that is experienced with some bristle
rests.”

“The QuikTune Sizzor rest is a
completely different approach to the
drop-away concept popular with
many of today’s hunters,” Mizek con-

tinued. “The arms of the rest that hold
the arrow are spring loaded in the
open position. To load the rest simply
close the launcher arms, pop in an
arrow from the side and you are ready
to go. It is a full capture rest that holds
the arrow securely while on stand and
even when stalking. When the arrow is
drawn, the cord attached to the down
cable actually cocks an internal trigger
and prepares the rest for disengage-
ment. If the archer lets down, the rest
will not trigger but instead continues
to hold the arrow securely. When the
bow is drawn and fired an internal
trigger mechanism trips the launcher
arm spring allowing the launcher
arms to pop open providing 100 per-
cent vane clearance.”
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The Fuse Whisker Biscuit offers indepen-
dent horizontal and vertical adjustments
and a slot for quick loading of the arrow.
The rest housing features an attractive
mounting side plate with dual locking
screws for solid securement to the riser.
The rest incorporates the same vibration
dampers found on Fuse’s line of sights
and stabilizers.

Fuse’s Acculaunch Fall-Away arrow rest
incorporates twin bearings for maximum
launcher support and smooth operation.
The rest is user friendly and allows for
quick and easy bow tuning in the field or
on the range.

The Whisker Biscuit by Trophy Ridge is a
full containment rest that is very popular
among hunters. The biscuit is available in
four arrow sizes, small, medium, large
and extra-large allowing the user to
select the proper size for the arrow diam-
eter being used. For proper sizing the
hole in the biscuit should be .030 of an
inch larger than the arrow diameter.

Vital Gear’s fall-away arrow rests use an
innovative technique to combine full cap-
ture features with the benefits of a fall-
away. When in an at-rest position the
arrow rest grasp the arrow shaft and
holds it firmly even if the bow is held
upside down. When the bow reaches full
draw the rest releases the arrow. If the
bow is fired the rest acts as a fall-away
giving full clearance. If however the bow
is let down the rest again grasps the
shaft for full containment.
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Mizek added, “One important
part of the Sizzor design is that it does
not open instantly but provides the
guidance necessary to ensure the
arrow is supported for at least the first
10 inches of arrow travel which is crit-
ical for downrange accuracy. The
length of the cord can also be adjusted

for those archers that want some
additional support time.”

“NAP spared nothing when it
came to the design and manufacture
of the Sizzor,” stressed Mizek. “The
lower launcher arm is made from tita-
nium which is as strong as stainless
steel and about as light as aluminum.
To ensure quiet operation, the bottom
arm is coated with sound dampening

material and the upper arm is made
from Delrin. The rest is tucked in tight
to the bow to provide maximum clear-
ance for bows with close fitting quiv-
ers. It is extremely easy to set up
meaning quicker turn around time for
the dealer and hassle free installation
for the do-it-yourselfer.”  A special
QuikTune Sizzor model is available to
fit Hoyt Bows. For complete informa-
tion on all of the NAP arrow rests call
(888) 323-5414. 

RIPCORD
“The Ripcord arrow rest offers the

best of both worlds,” said Keith
Dvoroznak, President of Ripcord.
“The Ripcord is a fully contained fall-
away arrow rest and can be shot with
the launcher in either the up or down
position at the beginning of the draw.
The rest is spring loaded down and
connects to the down buss cable with
a football clip eliminating the need for
serving and making a faster installa-
tion. The rest is adjustable both verti-
cally and horizontally and the launch-
er arm has five holes to allow for mul-
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The QuikTune Sizzor, from NAP, com-
bines full capture features with a drop-
away arrow rest. Twin launcher arms cap-
ture the arrow shaft and holds it securely
regardless of the bow’s position making
it well suited for both treestand hunting
or stalking through thick brush. When
fired the launcher arms open fully in a
vertical direction for total fletching clear-
ance.

NAP’s QuikTune 360 is a full capture rest
designed with three point contact for
minimal drag and maximum vane clear-
ance. The contact brushes are easily
adjustable for arrow diameter to ensure
proper fit. The QuikTune 360 loads easily
from the top and features independent
horizontal and vertical adjustment.



tiple positioning of the launcher arm.
This is especially useful when
installing the rest on different handle
configurations.”

“Because the launcher can be
placed in the up position without
drawing the bow it makes it much eas-
ier for the dealer to install the rest and
make the necessary adjustments,”
continued Dvoroznak. “This means it
takes less time to set-up a bow and
that puts more money in the dealer’s
pocket. The launcher arm is made
from Delrin to reduce friction and
ensure quiet operation.”  For more
information call (406) 683-0100.

G5
G5 offers its new Expert drop-

away rest in two versions the Expert I
and the Expert II. Both rests are
designed to have extremely quiet
operation with no metal to metal con-
tact. All contact surfaces are either
coated or separated with rubber isola-
tors. The mounting of the rest also
eliminates riser shelf contact for max-
imum noise reduction and to elimi-
nate the possibility of bounce back.
Spring tension is adjustable and the
time the rest remains in contact with
the arrow is adjustable by adjusting
the length of the cord attached to the
down buss cable. The cord length can
be easily adjusted on the rest elimi-
nating the need to move and reserve.

Both the Expert I and the Expert II
have a micro windage adjustment
while only the Expert II offers vertical
adjustment as well. For complete
information call (866) 456-8836.

ALPINE ARCHERY
“Alpine’s Whisperflite Fall-Away

rests are affordable, innovative,
rugged and easy to set up,” said Vince
Kite, Apline’s Director of Sales and
Marketing. “The Whisperflite offers
different attachment holes allowing
the control cord to be attached to the
cable slide or the down buss cable giv-
ing the dealer maximum versatility
during set-up. The launcher acts as an
arrow holder when it is in the down
position and the launcher arm has
index marks along its length allowing
for the accurate positioning of the
launcher horizontally. The vertical
adjustment is independent from the
horizontal adjustment making it easy
to set and hold the desired settings.”

“The Whisperflite comes in both a
standard grade and Alpine’s Match
Grade,” Kite continued. “The standard
grade has brass bushings while the
Match Grade features dual sealed ball
bearings. While the Whisperflite is a
great rest, one of its most attractive
features is the fact that it is a quality
rest at an economical price with a
generous profit margin built-in for the
dealer.”  For complete information on
Alpine’s Whisperflite Fall-Away rests
call (208) 746-4717.

COBRA
Cobra offers the DiamondBack

and the Double DiamondBack Drop-
Away arrow rests. Both have built-in
adjustable vane clearance and prong
height and a built-in arrow holder.
The extended arms on the launcher
act as the arrow holder and will con-
tain the arrow even when the bow is
positioned 90 degrees out of vertical.
The Double DiamondBack has an
etched launcher arm for accurate hor-
izontal positioning and features a
metal launcher.

Both rests are spring loaded in the
down position to ensure maximum
arrow clearance and both are activat-
ed by a cord attached to the down
buss cable. For more information on
Cobra’s rest line-up call (918) 366-
3634.

TROPHY TAKER
Trophy Taker continues to offer its

popular Spring Steel series of launch-
er rests and the Pronghorn and
Shakey Hunter Fall-Away arrow rests.
However, new for 2008 is its X-Treme
SL and X-Treme FC fall-away models.

“The X-Treme SL is a great rest
with 320 degrees of containment,”
said Jerrod Lile, General Manager, of
Trophy Taker. “It’s a simple proven
design in an economical package. But
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The Ripcord arrow rest can be shot in
either the full up or full down position at
the beginning of the draw. When shot in
the full up position it doubles as a full
capture rest fully containing the arrow
until the shot is fired. Placing the rest in
the full up position during installation
makes it easy for the dealer to set up the
bow and fine tune the rest adjustments.

The Expert II drop-away arrow rest by
G5 features independent horizontal and
vertical adjustments. The launcher arm is
designed to fall behind the riser shelf
eliminating noise and launcher bounce
back. Contact points between the launch-
er arm and the mounting block of the
rest are cushioned with the use of a rub-
ber bumper eliminating metal to metal
contact.

The Whisperflite by Alpine comes in
both a standard version and the Match
Grade version shown here. The
Whisperflite can be used with a buss
cable hook-up or can be connected to the
cable slide for maximum versatility. The
standard version has bronze bearings
while the Match Grade uses two sealed
ball bearings.
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I am really excited about our new X-
Treme FC rest. We pulled out all the
stops to make this rest second to
none. The X-Treme FC has indepen-
dent horizontal and vertical adjust-
ment and the housing is coated to
eliminate glare and noise. The rest
comes in a top loading model that has
320 degrees of containment and an
angled loading model that has a full
360 degrees of containment. Both of
these models are treestand friendly
allowing the hunter to either hang his
bow or lay it across his lap without
having to worry about the arrow
falling off of the rest if a shot presents

itself. The extra wide launcher self
centers the arrow as the bow is raised
into the shooting position to ensure
consistency shot to shot.”

“The rest is designed with a small
arc of travel meaning the arrow is sup-
ported longer to ensure improved
down range accuracy,” explained Lile.
“The launcher has a downward bias
spring to ensure the launcher posi-
tively gets out of the path of the arrow
and it also has a “drop stop” that elim-
inates fall-away noise and prevents
bounce back. The launcher is molded

for tight tolerances and the launcher
axle is centerless ground to ensure a
precise fit to deliver maximum sup-
port and minimum wear for long life
and trouble free operation. The pre-
silenced and padded rest comes with
the control cord attached, allowing
the dealer to take it directly from the
package and install with a minimum
of set-up, for less time in the back
room and more on the sales floor.”

“Also new for 2008 is our Cam
Action Cable Clamp for quick and
easy attachment of the control cord to

Trophy Taker’s X-Treme FC Fall-Away
arrow rest, new for 2008, offers 320
degree containment in its top loading
model. An angled side loading model is
also available which features a full 360
degrees of containment. The rest comes
complete with the control cord attached
ready to install directly from the package
meaning quicker installation time for the
dealer.

The Double DiamondBack drop-away
arrow rest from Cobra has an etched
launcher arm for accurate horizontal
positioning and features a metal launch-
er. The extended arms on the launcher
act as the arrow holder and will contain
the arrow even when the bow is posi-
tioned 90 degrees out of vertical.

Once upon a time, it was German precision. Now, Kowa 
has rewritten all the books on clarity, accuracy and 

C
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WARNING

ThebiggestGermanfairy tale is that theystillmakethefinestsportingoptics.
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the buss cable,” Lile continued.
“Simply thread the cord through the
Buss Stop and engage the cable
clamp. If an adjustment is required,
unlock the cam lever, adjust the con-
trol cord and lock the lever. Buss Stops
are included with all Trophy Taker
rests but can be purchased separately
to be used with any other fall-away
rest as well.”  For more information
call (406) 826-0600. 

VAPOR TRAIL ARCHERY
The Limb Driver Arrow Rest

developed by Steve Fondie, President
of Vapor Trail Archery, applies a differ-
ent approach to the fall-away arrow
rest technology. “The Limb Driver
arrow rest utilizes Limb Driven tech-
nology,” Fondie said, “The Limb
Driver arrow rest was designed with
the intent of simplifying arrow rest
set-up and bow tuning. The Limb
Driver rest is spring loaded in the up
position and is pulled down when the
bow limbs are at rest. Drawing the
bow compresses the bow limbs allow-
ing the spring to raise the rest. When
the bow is fired the rest is pulled back
down by the cable which is attached
to the upper limb. The arrow is sup-
ported for 70 percent of the shot cycle
providing full fletching clearance. The
free floating launcher blade allows the
initial arrow shock to be absorbed,
resulting in truer arrow flight and
more accuracy, which transfers more
energy to the arrow. The cord attaches

to the upper limb and not the cables
thus eliminating any pressure on the
cables which can affect cam synchro-
nization and tuning problems,
improving overall performance and
efficiency.”  For more information call
(800) 310-8110.

LIMBSAVER
“The LimbSaver Fall-Away arrow

rest features independent horizontal
and vertical adjustments,” said
George Clark, Project Manager for
Limbsaver. “There are two cord
attachment locations for added versa-
tility when mounting the rest. The cra-
dle arm is designed to maintain prop-
er arrow alignment throughout the
shot while preventing the arrow from
shifting or falling off of the rest. Sealed
twin ball bearings ensure positive
alignment of the launcher shaft and
smooth operation in all weather con-
ditions.”

“The length of cord and the
attachment point chosen on the rest
determine how long the arrow is sup-
ported during the shot cycle and how
soon the rest falls,” Clark continued.
“As you might expect from LimbSaver,
the rest also incorporates NAVCOM
components for optimal noise and
vibration reduction. The rest comes
complete with an arrow holder and
arrow pad to keep the arrow aligned

when the bow is at rest. The arrow pad
design incorporates specially
designed nodules that not only elimi-
nate noise but also prevent launcher
bounce back ensuring no rest inter-
ference as the fletching passes.”  Call
(877) 257-2761 for more information.

OCTANE
The Octane accessory line intro-

duced by BowTech at the 2008 ATA
Show includes two full containment
arrow rests called the Hostage and the
Hostage Pro. While both rests are full
containment rests they feature a min-
imal three point contact design. The
three point contact results in mini-
mized friction, reduced drag and no
fletching wear while speed is maxi-
mized.

Both rests offer full horizontal and
vertical adjustment and load from the
top for easy and quick arrow inser-
tion. The Hostage is made from a
composite material while the Hostage
Pro is machined from 6061 alu-
minum. An added feature on the
Hostage Pro is the adjustable brushes
which allow for the full adjustment of
the rest to fit a wide variety of arrow
diameters. Call (888) 689-1289 for
complete information on BowTech
and Octane accessories.

SPOT HOGG
“The Whammy is the only fall-

away rest on the market that has the
accuracy of a conventional non fall-
away rest,” said Josh Johnson, General
Manager of Spot Hogg. “Our tests

VaporTrail’s new Limb Driver arrow rest is
attached via the control cord to the upper
bow limb. The rest is spring loaded in the
up position and is pulled down when the
bow limbs are at rest. The action of draw-
ing the bow compresses the limbs and
allows the rest to rise. When the bow is
fired the rest is pulled back down by the
cable which is attached to the upper limb.

LimbSaver’s compact fall-away arrow
rest uses twin sealed ball bearings for
maximum launcher support and stability.
Not satisfied with just offering a full fea-
tured rest LimbSaver incorporated its NAV-
COM technology into the design.
Dampeners have been added to both the
body of the rest as well as the launcher
arm to minimize noise and vibration. A
node covered arrow pad absorbs energy
and eliminates bounce back.

The Octane line of accessories by
BowTech introduced at the 2008 ATA
Show contained two new arrow rests
called the Hostage and the Hostage Pro.
Both are full containment rests with
three point contact. The Hostage Pro,
shown here, has independent windage
and elevation adjustment for ease of set-
up. The contact brushes are also
adjustable allowing the rest to accept a
wide variety of arrow diameters.
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have shown that if a rest falls too soon
it has a negative impact on down-
range accuracy. We have found that
the best accuracy is obtained if the
arrow is supported for approximately
one half to three quarters of its length
during the shot. The new and
improved Whammy supports the
arrow for approximately three quar-
ters of its length and then to ensure
maximum fletching clearance the rest
is driven down or actually slapped out
of the way. High speed photography
has shown us that the Whammy drops
faster then any other drop-away on
the market. The Whammy is spring
loaded in the “up” position but is
attached to the up buss cable allowing
the rest to be driven out of the path of
the arrow as the fletching passes for
maximum accuracy.”

“The Whammy is easy to set up
and simple to use,” explained
Johnson. “The internal brass bearings
ensure smooth operation under all
conditions. The independent micro
windage and elevation adjustments,
which have been maximized on the
new Whammy, make it easy to fine
tune the rest for the best arrow flight.
The prongs lay completely flat and
stay down when the vanes are pass-
ing, providing the extra clearance
needed for Blazer style vanes. Two
timing holes are provided so the rest
can fit a wide variety of bows and cam
set-ups. The new prongs provide max-
imum capture yet have a forgiving
design to allow for maximum spine

variation. Set-up instructions are
available on our web site and a DVD is
available upon request.”  For com-
plete information on the new and
improved Whammy arrow rest by
Spot Hogg and its complete rest line
call (888) 302-7768. 

SUMMARY
Different approaches to design

have given you a wide variety of rest
styles to choose from. Many of the
rests listed in this feature are available
in different camouflage patterns and
when ordering it is best to inquire
about the latest patterns or finishes
available.

With all of the new and different
bow riser designs it is difficult for any
accessory manufacturer to ensure
their models fit all available bow riser
styles. During ArrowTrade’s conversa-
tion with the manufacturers listed in
this feature most indicated that their
models fit all bows available while
several had different models for spe-
cific bow designs. It would have been
impossible to list all of those combi-

nations so we suggest when ordering
any accessory it is best to ask what
bows may require a special model.

Deciding which arrow rest is best
for your store and your customers is
obviously your decision. In this fea-
ture ArrowTrade has tried to provide
you with the basic information and
differences between some of the lead-
ing rest designs and manufacturers.
We hope this information better
informs you about your available
choices and gives you some selling
points with which to inform your cus-
tomers. In any case, I guess we all have
to be thankful we no longer need to
shoot off of the top of our index finger.

Editor’s Note: In addition to his
writing duties, John Kasun is an out-
door seminar speaker and a business
consultant with experience in corpo-
rations large and small. He can be
reached at 126 Hickory Lane,
Duncansville, PA 16635, by phone at
(814) 695-5784 or by email at
kasun@atlanticbb.net.
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The new and improved Whammy fall-
away arrow rest by Spot Hogg is
designed to remain in the up position for
at least three quarters of the arrow trav-
el. Spot Hogg feels this extended support
time maximizes arrow guidance before
dropping away for fletching clearance
enhancing downrange accuracy.


